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Four billion years: the story of an ancient protein
family

Gilles Didier, Claudine Landès, Alain Hénaut and Bruno Torrésani

Abstract The comparison of protein sequences has been for long a very effective
tool in producing biological knowledge. It was initially based on the alignment of
sequences, that is to say organizing the set of sequences in columns (of a spread-
sheet) of sites which have evolved from a common site of the ancestral sequence.
Alignments are generally obtained by minimizing an evolution or an edition cost.
Sequence comparisons are now often performed without alignments by comparing
the #-mer compositions of the sequences. We present here the most popular meth-
ods used by biologists to compare sequences and place emphasis on an approach to
augment the alphabet of a set of sequences in order to ease their comparison. The
family of DNA topoisomerases, a set of ancient proteins whose history can be traced
back 4 billion years, is used to illustrate this approach.

1 Introduction

The DNA double helix has a very stable structure. For example, dissociating the
two strands results in the creation of supercoils that stop their separation, which is
clearly a bonus for the conservation of the genetic inheritance. It poses a problem,
however, when the two strands need to be dissociated in order to be copied [45].
This topological problem is settled in vivo by proteins, the DNA topoisomerases,
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that modify the supercoils. They trigger a transient cut of the DNA on one of the
strands for type I topoisomerases, on both strands for type II topoisomerases.

There are several classes of topoisomerases. Those belonging to class IA are
found among all living species and have probably existed for 4 billion years. They
form a multigenic family that has been undergoing a series of duplications in the
course of evolution [20, 18, 1, 4], see Fig. 1.

How can biologists trace back the history of such an ancient family of proteins?
In other words, how can they draw up the phylogeny1 of the DNA topoisomerases
IA?

It has been known since 1965 that it is possible to reconstruct phylogenies through
sequence comparisons2. This is due to the fact that those proteins which possess
the same function in closely related species do exhibit very similar sequences.
In two closely related sequences the amino acids will be generally the same at a
given position but they can also differ – the result of a mutation. The total number
of differences (mutations) between two sequences being as a first approximation
proportional to the time of divergence between the two species [49], they provide a
useful information to reconstruct their phylogeny. Things become more complicated
when the sequences have diverged a long time ago since several mutations may have
occurred over time at the same site. Deciphering the phylogeny of species being a
central concern in biology, it is not surprising that a number of different methods
would have been developed in this respect.

This article describes the principles of these methods and shows how original
Alex’s approach is.

2 Sequence comparisons with alignment

2.1 Pairwise alignment of two sequences

Take two sequences. Modify (edit) the first sequence so that you end up with the
second sequence and count the minimal number of modifications that are necessary
to go from the first to the second: you have performed the pairwise alignment of the
two sequences. The modifications that are relevant in biology are 1) the substitution
of one letter by one another (the substitution of an amino acid by another one at a
given site) and 2) the insertion or the deletion of one or several letters at a given site
(which results in the creation of a gap at that position in one of the two sequences).

1 Phylogeny is the study of the degree of relationship between living organisms, which enables to
reconstruct their evolution. In a phylogenetic tree, the nodes represent the common ancestors. The
greater the number of nodes between two taxa, the more ancient is their common ancestor and the
farther they are in the tree of life – the length of the branches is approximately proportional to the
time of divergence between the taxa [22, 40].
2 Proteins are macromolecules composed of a linear string of amino acids. They are generally made
of several hundreds of the 20 different amino acids.
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Fig. 1 Hypothetical origin and distribution of Topoisomerases IA within the tree of life. T1, T3,
and R indicate the TopoI, TopoIII and reverse gyrase, respectively. The dashed lines indicate that
only a part of the organisms belonging to that branch possess such enzymes. LUCA: Last Universal
Common Ancestor is a theoretical construct - it might or might not have been something we today
would call an organism. HGT: horizontal gene transfer or lateral gene transfer; the movement of
genes between distantly related organisms. T represents the ancestor of all of the TopoIAs (Figure
taken from [20]).

.

A cost is associated with each modification, which enables to obtain a score when
the alignment is completed.

The first algorithm explicitly devoted to the pairwise alignment of biological
sequences was devised by Needleman and Wunsch in 1970 [31]. This dynamic
programming algorithm aims at aligning two sequences over their whole lengths
(a global alignment) and guarantees that the resulting alignment score is maximal.
However, a global alignment is not relevant if the similarity spreads only over a
limited length. Smith and Waterman suggested in 1981 to look only for the regions
of greatest similarity between two sequences and report only those regions (a local
alignment) [41]. Their algorithm is a derivative of that by Needleman and Wunsch.
The cost optimized by these algorithms mainly relies on two parameters:

• a scoring matrix giving, for each pair of amino acids, a score that was estimated
from:

– the substitutions that have been observed in well-known protein families or
– the chemical properties of the amino acids [37, 34]

• a penalty for the creation of a gap (and possibly another one for its extension).
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A scoring matrix between amino acids is normally built from experimental data [11].
Unfortunately, the gap penalties are totally empirical – one may say that it’s just been
cobbled together [35, 42, p. 56].

The programs based on dynamic programming are slow and can hardly be used
to perform pairwise alignments of hundreds or thousands of sequences. Thus some
heuristics were devised at the end of the 1980s to speed up the comparisons without
sacrificing too much from sensitivity or specificity. The result are local alignment
programs that proceed in two steps: 1) look for all the “regions of similarity” between
two sequences, 2) if possible, join together all those regions in order to obtain a longer
alignment. Many of these programs look for segments that are identical in both
sequences and keep from this list only those pairs of segments that are equidistant
in both sequences – thus allowing no gaps between them. The idea here is that
two closely related sequences deriving from a common ancestor will not suffer from
insertions/deletions in conserved regions. These segments are then used as anchoring
points for a further local alignment.

Some programs search for strictly identical segments of a given length, some
others allow for some flexibility and accept “almost identical” segments. “Almost
identical segments” are precisely defined through the use of a scoring matrix or a
reduced amino acid alphabet. In the last case the number of amino acids is reduced
from twenty to six or even four: acidic, basic, polar (hydrophilic) and apolar (hy-
drophobic) [34]. The use of a reduced alphabet speeds up the alignment process at
the expense of specificity.

The most famous programs for massive pairwise comparisons are FASTA [33]
and BLAST [2], created in 1988 and 1990, respectively. Even if BLASTwas inspired
by FASTA, the two programs present an important difference: BLAST searches for
similar words of three consecutive amino acids while FASTA searches for strictly
identical words of two consecutive amino acids.

BLAST is by far the most popular. It is generally used to look for similarities
between a given sequence and all those that are gathered in databanks (at the end of
2020, the protein sequence data banks contained 186 billion sequences).

2.2 Simultaneous alignment of several sequences

In theory, the Smith and Waterman algorithm allows for the simultaneous alignment
of several sequences (which is called a multiple alignment) but in practice this is
feasible for only a very limited number of sequences (themultiple alignment problem
is NP-hard [25]). One has therefore to resort to heuristics [6], the vast majority of
them following the same path: 1) computation of the similarity between each pair
of sequences through pairwise alignments; 2) creation of an ascending hierarchical
tree using the similarity matrix based on the scores of the pairwise alignments. This
tree then sets the order in which the sequences will be aggregated: i) choose the pair
of closest sequences in the tree; ii) align these sequences; iii) replace in the tree the
pair of sequences by this alignment. Hence, during the course of the algorithm, one
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may align a sequence with a group of sequences that have already be aligned, or
even align a group of sequences with another group. The root of the tree harbors the
alignment of all the sequences.

There are two major steps for the alignment of one sequence with a group of
sequences or a group of sequences with another group:

• the group is represented by a position sensitive substitution matrix (PSSM) where
each element depends on the nature of the two amino acids which are in the same
column as well as on the position of the column in themultiple alignment [39, 21];
the alignment is performed in a classical way

• one aligns the “regions of similarity” that were found in the first step. If a gap
must be introduced, it is placed at the same position in all the sequences of the
group

Eventually, after completion of the multiple alignment, the matrix of similarity
between all the sequences is edited as a phylogenetic tree. Some relevant algorithms
are available for this purpose [43, 32].

To sum up, the biologist is offered a host of options to perform a multiple align-
ment: global or local alignment, strict identity or mere similarity, scoring matrices or
reduced alphabet, single-, average- or complete-linkage hierarchical classification,
to name a few (see [3] for a review of the most popular programs). If the sequences
are closely similar, all the options will provide essentially the same results. But if the
sequences are rather dissimilar, the alignments will heavily depend on the chosen
options. In such cases the biologists will take advantage of additional information
provided by a deep knowledge of the protein family (some adjustments may be done
by hand) or by the 3D structures of some of the proteins in the set (if available) or
even by a tentative and approximate prediction of the foldings of the proteins – a
computationally intensive task [24, 7].

3 Alignment-free sequence comparison and local decoding

The concerns raised in the section above have motivated the development of ap-
proaches to compare sequences without aligning them. A natural way to do this
is to compare sequences with regard to their composition. Since considering the
frequencies of the 20 amino acids is not discriminating enough, one rather considers
their composition in words of a given length # (so-called N-mers), i.e., by counting
the number of times each word of length # occurs in each sequence to compare.

3.1 T-mers and T-local decoding

Though the #-mers-based comparisons may provide accurate approximations of
evolutionary distances, they generally lack definition due to the fact that they do not
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distinguish between the situation where two #-mers differ in only a few positions
and the situation where they are completely unrelated. This point can be improved by
allowing mismatches between words. This leads to the question of deciding to what
extend two different #-mers can be considered “equals” in a sequence comparison
context. Note that this question is still being actively investigated (e.g., [27, 47, 48,
16]).

The approach presented in [15] relies on the fact that the sequence of the over-
lapping successive #-mers of a given sequence B may generally be obtained as the
sequence of the overlapping successive #-mers of many sequences (up to relabelling
the #-mers), among which one is maximal in the sense that all the others (includ-
ing B) may be obtained from it through letter-to-letter applications (not necessarily
one-to-one, Fig. 2). It follows that the alphabet of this maximal sequence is greater
than that of any other sequences whose overlapping successive #-mers sequence is
the same as that of B, still up to relabelling. In particular, it is greater or equal to the
alphabet of B. The #-local decoding of a sequence is this maximal sequence.

(1): a b a c d e a b d a c f a b g
(2): [ab] [ba] [ac] [cd] [de] [ea] [ab] [bd] [da] [ac] [cf] [fa] [ab] [bg]
(3): 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 6 7 2 8 9 0 10
(4): [ab] [ba’] [a’c] [cd] [de] [ea] [ab] [bd’] [d’a’] [a’c] [cf] [fa] [ab] [bg]
(5): a b a’ c d e a b d’ a’ c f a b g

Fig. 2 (1): a sequence over {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}; (2): the sequence of overlapping successive 2-
mers of the sequence (1); (3): the sequence (2) with all letters replaced by the position of their
first occurrence; (4): the sequence of overlapping successive 2-mers of a sequence different from
sequence (1), which is the sequence (5) over {a, a’, b, c, d, d’, e, f, g}. It can be proved that
the sequence (5) is maximal in the sense that all the sequences with overlapping successive 2-
mers sequence corresponding to (3) can be obtained from (5) by letter-letter applications [12]. For
instance, going from (5) to (1) is done by the letter-to-letter application which discards the ‘primes’.

The #-local decoding can alternatively be defined (and is computed) by consid-
ering the equivalence relations between the positions of the sequence(s) presented
below. Let ( be a set of sequences over a finite alphabet. Its site space Σ is the set of
all pairs (B, ?) where B is a sequence of (, and ? a position in it, namely,

Σ =
{
(B, ?) | B ∈ (, 1 ≤ ? ≤ ℓ(B)

}
,

where ℓ(B) is the length of sequence B. For all positive integers # , we define the
following relations between sites of (.

1. Two sites (B, ?) and (B′, ?′) in Σ are directly related if there exists a word
F of length # occurring at positions ? − 8 and ?′ − 8 of sequences B and B′
respectively, with 8 < # . In other words, F overlaps both sites (B, ?) and (B′, ?′)
with the same offset 8. If two sites (B, ?) and (B′, ?′) are directly related, we
write (B, ?) '# (B′, ?′). Note that determining if the sites (B, ?) and (B′, ?′) are
directly related only requires to consider their centered neighbourhoods of length
2# − 1.
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2. The equivalence relation ∼# is then defined as the transitive closure of '# . In
other words, we say that (B, ?) ∼# (B′, ?′) if there is a chain of directly related
sites connecting (B, ?) and (B′, ?′).

In order to illustrate these relations on an example, let us consider a set of protein
sequences and examine one of the equivalence classes associated to the relation ∼#
with # = 7 (Fig. 3). This class contains 6 sites. The first site is described by the
pair (0, 571): this means that it lies at position 571 of the sequence number “0”, and
similarly for the other five sites. Since # = 7, the neighborhoods around these sites
used to determine the relations above are of length 2# − 1 = 13 and are displayed in
the figure with their central letter underlined.

(0, 571)(3, 630)

(1, 580)

(5, 528) (18, 617)

(8, 614)

(0, 571) EVLREIDEDRKKV

(3, 630) SILREIDEDREKV

(8, 614) SVLREIDEDRKKV

(1, 580) KLIKEIDEDRKRA

(5, 528) ELIKKIDEDREKI

(18, 617) EILRQIDEDREKV

LREIDED EIDEDRK IDEDREK

Fig. 3 Graphical representation of relatedness within an ∼# -class, with # = 7. For each one of
six sites, the word occupying its centered neighborhood is listed on the right of the figure. Directly
related sites are connected by solid lines: each color corresponds to a word of length 7 shared by at
least two neighborhoods and displayed at the bottom-right. Dashed gray lines connect sites that are
related by ∼# but not directly related by '# .

Directly related sites are connected by solid lines. For instance, the sites (0, 571),
(3, 630) and (8, 614) share the word LREIDED starting at the third position of their
neighbourhood. The sites that are relatedwithout being directly related are connected
by dashed lines. For instance, the sites (1, 580) and (5, 528) are connected by the
chain (1, 580)→ (0, 571)→ (3, 630)→ (5, 528).

Theorem 1 ([15]) Let ( be a set of sequences and # a positive integer. Any set of
sequences having the same successive overlapping #-mers sequences as ( (up to a
relabelling) can be obtained by a letter-to-letter application from the set of sequences
obtained from ( by putting at each site the (ident of the) class to which it belongs in
the partition associated to the relation ∼# .

In other words, the #-local decoding of a set of sequences can be obtained by
replacing the letter at each site of the set by the class of this site in the ∼# -partition.

This approach can be applied to compare a set of sequences by considering their
composition in symbols of its #-local decoding. The #-local decoding of a set of
sequences can be seen as an intermediate level of information between this set and
its sequences of #-mers. From a practical point of view, the #-local decoding of a
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(set of) sequence(s) can be computed with a complexity linear with the length of
the sequence(s) both in time and memory space whatever # and thus with the same
complexity as that required to compute its #-mers [15, 13, 9, 8].

Both the #-mers and the #-local decoding approaches require the selection of a
suitable value of the parameter # in order to compare a given set of sequences. For
large values of # , each #-mer (and each symbol of the local decoding) tends to occur
at most once in the set of sequence whereas small values of # , the #-mers occur at
too many positions in the set to be actually informative for comparison purposes. A
basic solution is to try several values of # and to select the value which seems the
most relevant with regard to the results observed.

The MS4 approach, presented in Section 3.2, was designed to tackle this issue
(MS4 stands for Multi-Scale Selector of Sequence Signatures). MS4 selects for a
given site the smallest # such that the average number of occurrences per sequence
of the equivalence class of this site is smaller than a given threshold W. The resulting
values of # are allowed to differ between sites in order to adapt to the context of
each site of the set of sequences that need to be compared. The parameter W has
an intuitive interpretation since it reflects the average number of repetitions in the
sequences.

The necessity to adapt the size of the context considered around a site of a set
of sequences to compare has also motivated the development of the variable length
local decoding which generalizes the #-local decoding by considering not #-mers
but words of various lengths to code and decode the set of sequences to be compared.
This approach is briefly presented in Section 3.3.

3.2 MS4

The #-local decoding is used in order to produce partitions of the set of all sites in
the sequences under study [15]. The MS4 approach relies on an object that describes
the embedding of the successive results of the #-local decoding as # increases.
The tree structure of this object is essential, since it can easily be parsed to select
“relevant” (according to a certain criterion) classes of sites, which may occur at
several values of # .

3.2.1 The partition tree

A recurring problem of N-mers-based methods is the lack of an objective criterion
to tune the parameter # to a suitable value in order to compare a set of sequences.
There is actually no reason to believe that a single “optimal” value of # will always
be meaningful since a given set of sequences can contain parts that are very well
conserved between sequences while others may vary a lot among them.

The MS4 approach combines different #-local decoding equivalence classes for
various values of # by using an original construction, the partition tree, which allows
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us to choose a set of “relevant” N-local decoding-classes. Let E# be the partition of
Σ, the site space of a set of sequences (, induced by the equivalence relation ∼# .

Lemma 1 For all # ≥ 0, the partition E# is coarser than E#+1 (i.e., each class of
E#+1 is included in a class of E# ).

This lemma (see [9] for proof) is crucial, and corresponds to the intuitive idea
that it is harder to group together large words than small ones. We are now ready to
define the partition tree.

Definition 1 Let us set E0 = {Σ} and+ = ∪8≥0E8 (i.e.,+ contains all the equivalence
classes of all the partitions E8 for 8 ≥ 0). The partition tree P = (+, �P) is the tree
where the vertices are the equivalence classes of+ and the set of edges �P is defined
by

�P = {(D, E) ∈ E# × E#+1 | E ⊂ D}.

In other words, the vertices of P are the equivalence classes associated to the
relations ∼# for all values of # . The edges are drawn between pairs of classes that
correspond to successive values of # and such that one is a subset of the other. By
Lemma 1, any two sites that are (# + 1)-equivalent are also #-equivalent. On the
other hand, two sites that are #-equivalent are not necessarily (# + 1)-equivalent.
In other words, the #-classes split as # increases. The edges are drawn precisely
between any #-class � and all the (# + 1)-classes into which � splits. Since any
vertex of P has at most one ancestor by construction, P is a tree.

3.2.2 Classes selection

When we examine #-equivalence classes for all possible # , we face a deluge of
information, moreover altogether redundant. We shall now use the partition tree to
alleviate this problem. Given any set � of sites, let us define |� |, the size of � as the
number of sites in � and the spread of � as the number of sequences which contain
at least one element of �. We shall consider the quantity ^(�) defined as the ratio
between the size and the spread of �:

^(�) = |� |
|{B ∈ ( | ∃?, (B, ?) ∈ �}| ≥ 1.

For a given value W ≥ 1, the condition ^(�) ≤ W means that the average number of
occurrences of class � per sequence where it does occur is less or equal than W. In
particular, ^(�) = 1 means that no sequence contains more than one element of �
(of course we take here � to be an #-local decoding-class). We call the parameter
W the maximum average repetitivity. We use this parameter to select nodes in the
partition tree that satisfy ^(�) ≤ W.

This condition is not sufficient to make these classes relevant. Indeed, the bottom
of the partition tree is occupied by classes corresponding to large # , which occur in
only one sequence. Such classes are of no interest. In order to find relevant classes,
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we have to “climb upward” (towards smaller values of #). Since any vertex of a tree
has only one ancestor, the following definition does make sense.

Definition 2 AnN-local decoding-class� is W-relevant if it satisfies ^(�) ≤ W while
its ancestor does not.

The MS4 method selects all and only the relevant classes in a set of sequences
(and ignores all the others).

3.2.3 The dissimilarity matrix

At the end of the MS4 procedure, each sequence can be rewritten, by replacing the
letter originally found at a given site by the identifier of the relevant MS4-class to
which the site belongs. We use the number of MS4 classes shared by two sequences
to define a similarity index in a similar way as described in [14]. This measure is
closely related to the percentage of identity classically used for sequence comparison.

Given any two sequences B8 and B 9 , we compute their dissimilarity level 38 9
as follows. For a class �, let =8 (�) be the number of occurrences of � in B8 .
Denote by C8 9 the set of relevant classes that have representatives both in B8 and B 9 .
Since these two sequences may contain a different number of occurrences, we put
=8 9 = Σ�∈C8 9 min{=8 (�), = 9 (�)}. We define the dissimilarity level 38 9 by

38 9 = 1 −
=8 9

min{ℓ(B8), ℓ(B 9 )}
,

where ℓ(B8) and ℓ(B 9 ) are the lengths of B8 and B 9 , respectively.
When W = 1, =8 9 is simply the number of relevant classes having representatives

in both B8 and B 9 . The dissimilarity matrix (38 9 )1≤8, 9≤( can be given as input to a
phylogenetic reconstruction software [23, 32].

3.3 Variable length local decoding of sequences

The variable length local decoding of sequences extends the local decoding of a
given (and fixed) order presented above in the same way as variable length Markov
models extend Markov models of a given order in the sense that the size of the
window used to “decode” a position depends on the symbols in its neighbourhood
in a way similar to its “local order” (i.e., the memory size at this position) under a
variable length Markov model [38].

A variable length decoding scheme is defined from a prefix code P. Let us
first recall that a prefix code is a set P of words on a given alphabet which is
such that no word in P is prefix of another word of P but itself. For instance,
P = {�,��,���,���} is a prefix code over the alphabet {�,�}. By construction,
the words of a prefix code P are the leaves of the prefix tree storing the words of P
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(i.e., the tree where the nodes are the prefixes of words of P and where the direct
ancestor of a node is obtained by discarding its last letter). A tree is a convenient
representation of a prefix code (Fig. 4).

Note that from the property defining a prefix code, there is at most one word of a
prefix code which occurs at a given position of a sequence.

We say that a prefix code P is compliant w.r.t. a given sequence (or a set of
sequences3) if whatever the position of the sequence one picks, there is a word of
P occurring at this position. It follows that if a prefix code P is compliant w.r.t.
a sequence, there is one and only one word of P occurring at all positions of the
sequence, except possibly at its last positions for which the corresponding words of
P may be truncated.

The (variable length) coding of a sequence w.r.t. a given P where each word is
associated to a unique identifier, is the sequence of identifiers of the overlapping
words of P occurring along the sequence (Fig. 4). Given the coding of a sequence
and the sequence of the corresponding lengths of the words of the prefix code (e.g.,
the two last rows of the table at the bottom-left of Fig. 4), there exists an antecedent
which is maximal in the sense that (i) it has the greatest alphabet possible among
the antecedents obtained with prefix codes with the same sequence of lengths of
words and (ii) all the other antecedents can be obtained from it by letter-to-letter
applications.

Note that the set of all #-mers over a given alphabet is a compliant prefix code
w.r.t. any sequence over this alphabet. The maximal antecedent obtained from the
prefix code made of all #-mers is exactly the #-local decoding presented above and
the variable length decoding does generalize the (standard) local decoding.

The variable length local decoding of the sequencemay be equivalently defined by
considering the equivalence relation between the positions of the sequences defined
as the transitive closure of relation connecting two positions if there is a same word
from the prefix code covering them with the same offset. An important point here is
that there is an algorithm performing the variable length local decoding of a sequence
which is linear with the size of the sequence both in time and memory space. In
other words determining the variable length local decoding is not more expensive
than dealing with the #-mers or the #-local decoding from a computational point
of view.

Determining a (somewhat) relevant prefix code in order to perform an alignment
free comparison of a given set of sequences is not obvious. In order to perform this
task,wefirst remark that pruning the suffix tree of a sequence [43] leads to a compliant
prefix code (reciprocally, the useful part of any compliant prefix code of a sequence
may be obtained by this way). In [13], the suffix tree is pruned at the shallowest
nodes corresponding to words having a probability smaller than a given threshold
C to appear more than once in the whole set of sequence, under a Markov model
of order 1 estimated on the set of sequences (in the current implementation, this
probability is approximated from a binomial distribution). The probability threshold

3 All the statements of this section still hold by replacing “sequence” with “set of sequences”
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C is determined according to a heuristic criterion involving the number occurrences
of the words of the prefix code in the set of sequences.

Finally, a dissimilarity matrix is computed from the variable length local decod-
ing of the set of sequences to be compared in a way similar to that described in
Section 3.2.3. This dissimilarity matrix can then be given as input to a phylogenetic
reconstruction software.

a prefix code P { A, CA, CCA, CCC }
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

its coding identifiers 0 1 2 3

a sequence B C A A C C C C A
its sequence of words of P CA A A CCC CCC CCA CA A

its coding 1 0 0 3 3 2 1 0
the sequence of lengths 2 1 1 3 3 3 2 1

A

A

CA

A

CCA

A

CCC

C

C

C

Fig. 4 Top-left: a prefix code P and the corresponding coding identifiers. Right: the tree represen-
tation of P. Bottom-left: a sequence, its coding w.r.t. P and the corresponding sequence of words
lengths.

4 Results: a brief look at the history of DNA topoisomerases IA

The necessity for a mechanism that would change the DNA topological state seemed
obvious as soon as the structure of DNA was deciphered in 1953. The first DNA
topoisomerase to be identifiedwas isolated from a bacterium in 1971 and its sequence
established in 1986 [44]. Any living organism possesses the two types of DNA-
topoisomerases, at least one of each type, and several subtypes can often be found
in the same species.

Among the different types, topoisomerases IA are the only ones to be present in
all the living organisms. They are obviously proteins that have existed for a very long
time (see Fig. 1).

4.1 The evolutionary history of topoisomerases IA

How can we decipher the evolutionary history of topoisomerases IA and trace the
ancient duplications and horizontal transfers that led to the current state of affairs?

One first problem comes from their presence in every living organism. In late
2020, nearly 100 000 different organisms were represented in the sequence data-
banks (Tbl. 1). This is too much; it would be practically impossible to make an
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exhaustive analysis of such an enormous set. In addition, the information is not
always relevant, for example:

• numerous strains or individual of some model species were sequenced plenty of
times. While important for understanding the intra-species polymorphism, this
information is not relevant in terms of phylogeny.

• a comparison of man and chimpanzee is useless if one is interested in events that
occurred way before the dinosaur era. One had better select species that diverged
a long time ago, thus being far apart in the tree of life.

Prokarya
Archaea 1 337
Bacteria 63 237
Eukarya
Protozoa 573
Fungi 13 970
Plant 5 684
Vertebrate mammalian 1 294
Vertebrate other 4 544
Invertebrate 4 321
Total 93 209

Table 1 Number of species represented in RefSeq release 203 as of 9 november 2020

For the following study we selected 2 651 sequences: 2 135 sequences of DNA
topoisomerases IA from bacteria, 268 from archaea and 68 from eukaria. The dis-
similarity index between two sequences is measured with the Variable length local
decoding (VLD, see above).

There are 3 subtypes of topoisomerases IA: TopoI, TopoIII and reverse gyrase. In
the reverse gyrase subtype, the protein contains a helicase domain in addition to the
topoisomerase domain.

• the TopoI subtype is present only among bacteria,
• the TopoIII subtype is present among bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes,
• the reverse gyrase subtype is present in hyperthermophilic bacteria and archaea4.

Within the subtypes, one can see groups that reflect some physiological differ-
ences (for example, thermophile vs halophile). There are also some sequences that
cannot be confidently linked with a given subtype. When submitted to automatic
classification algorithms, the topoisomerases IA tend to cluster into 9 groups that
are biologically coherent:

• with less than 9 groups, some markedly different proteins are clustered together
and some characteristics are not highlighted,

4 The reverse gyrase exists mainly in bacteria and archaea whose growth optimum is above 80 ◦C;
it protects DNA from the denaturation that normally occurs at such high temperatures
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• with more than 9 groups, the groups are no longer coherent.

The complete tree bears 2 651 leaves, its analysis would be beyond the scope
of this article. We present here the tree of hyperthermophiles (Fig 5). The leaves
correspond to the genera. The dissimilarity index of a genus is the average of the
dissimilarity index of the species it groups. In order to simplify the reading, the
identifier of a leaf is the name of the corresponding class (a class is a taxonomic unit
grouping several genera, e.g.Mammalia is a class) with R1 / R2 if the reverse gyrase
is duplicated. The number following the name of the class allows to go back to the
sequences constituting the leaf. The names are in lower case for the reverse gyrases
and in upper case for the other types of topoisomerases IA.

The tree of Archeae TopoIII is consistent with the taxonomy except perhaps for
Thermoprotei 65 (Pyrobaculum aerophilum str. IM2 + Pyrobaculum ferrireducens).

The tree of Bacteria TopoI is consistent with the taxonomy except for Aquifi-
cae. Aquificae 75 and Aquificae 89 (Desulfurobacterium thermolithotrophum DSM
11699 and Thermovibrio ammonificansHB-1, respectively) are clearly disjoint from
other Aquificae. Both groups of Aquificae have their own Thermodesulfobacteria
(Thermodesulfatator indicus DSM 1528 – Aquificae 85 – in the first group and
Thermodesulfobacterium geofontis OPF15 – Aquificae 86 – in the second).

The tree of Fig. 5 contains in addition the TopoIII of vertebrates (labeled with
a red star). It is very clearly related to the archaea TopoIII. This is true for all
eukaryotes. The place of archaea in the evolutionary history of eukaryotes remains,
however, an open question [29].

The tree of reverse gyrases is more complicated. In the Thermoprotei archaea,
two types of reverse gyrases are clearly distinct and are separated from the bottom
of the tree (noted R1 and R2, respectively). They correspond to a duplication of the
reverse gyrase gene.

Species R1 / R2 (identifiers in Fig. 5)
Aeropyrum pernix + A. camini Thermoprotei 2 / Thermoprotei 3

Desulfurococcus amylolyticus + D. mucosus Thermoprotei 6 / Thermoprotei 7
Hyperthermus butylicus Thermoprotei 10 / Thermoprotei 11

Pyrolobus fumarii Thermoprotei 22 / Thermoprotei 23
Saccharolobus solfataricus Thermoprotei 24 / Thermoprotei 25

Sulfolobus islandicus Thermoprotei 28 / Thermoprotei 27
Sulfurisphaera tokodaii Thermoprotei 29 / Thermoprotei 30

Table 2 Archeae of our sample possessing a duplication of the reverse gyrase gene with the
corresponding identifier in Fig. 5

A similar but less marked dichotomy is observed in bacteria.
An analysis of the differences between the two types of reverse gyrases is presented

in the following section.
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Fig. 5 Topoisomerases IA tree in hyperthermophiles. The leaves correspond to the genus. Identifier
is the name of the corresponding class (a class is a taxonomic unit grouping several genera, e.g.
Mammalia is a class) with R1 / R2 if the reverse gyrase is duplicated. The number following the
name of the class allows to go back to the sequences constituting the leaf. The names are in lower
case for the reverse gyrases and in upper case for the other types of topoisomerases IA. The tree
also contains the TopoIII of vertebrates (labeled with a red star); the branch is clearly related to the
archaea TopoIII.

4.2 The subfunctionalization of reverse gyrases

The reverse gyrase is the only protein (hence the only gene) to be quasi specific to
hyperthermophilic organisms. It is systematically present among them and almost
wholly absent in mesophilic cells. The reverse gyrase gene results from the fusion of
a topoisomerase gene with a helicase gene [19]. It is possible that hyperthermophilic
organisms may have existed before the advent of reverse gyrases, but the selective
advantage provided by this gene is such that it must have been incorporated very
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quickly in the genomes of all the hyperthermophilic organisms, bacteria as well as
archaea [5]. A similar phenomenon can be observed nowadays with antibiotic resis-
tance. The genes providing this resistance were rarely present among the bacterial
populations – they were definitely not necessary – but with the current massive use
of antibiotics those bacteria that possess the genes have now an obvious, tremendous
selective advantage. As a result, the resistance genes are now quite common within
pathogenic bacteria. They have been gained through horizontal transfer (HGT).

The revere gyrase gene is duplicated in several organisms, notably Sulfolobus.
It has been shown that the two copies present some functional differences in Sul-
folobus [19, 20]. The biologist now needs to identify the positions in the proteins
which distingish the two copies and are responsible for those differences. He must
first identify the potentially interesting sites, as experiments (in the “wet lab”) are
long and costly.

The approach presented below provides an answer, since it establishes a list of
words (in the sense of Figure 3) that are characteristic of a given group of sequences.

Fig. 6 gives an example of the results obtained by studying 35 reverse gyrases that
are representative of the biodiversity of hyper-thermophilic organisms, comprising
8 pairs of duplicated genes topR1 and topR2. Among all the classes (in the sense of
Fig. 3), we looked for those that were lacking in topR1 but present in topR2, and vice
versa. Fig. 6 – drawn with the WebLogo software [10] – provides two examples of
classes that distinguish topR1 and topR2. The sequence conservation at a particular
position in the alignment is defined as the difference between the maximum possible
entropy and the entropy of the observed symbol distribution:

'seq = (max − (obs = log2 < −
(
−<

<∑
==1

?= log2 ?=

)
(with<=20 amino-acids). The maximum sequence conservation per site is 4.32 bits.
Amino acids are given colors according to their chemical properties: polar amino
acids (G, S, T, Y, C) show as green, hydrophobic (A, V, L, I, P, W, F, M) yellow,
basic (K, R, H) blue, acidic (D, E) red and their amide (N, Q) purple [10].

Class N143_11 is observed in 19 reverse gyrases (among the 35 of the set)
including the 8 topR1 and class T23_8 in 16 reverse gyrases of the same set including
the 8 topR2. Class A26_6 is present in 17 reverse gyrases including the 8 topR1 and
class G156_8 in 15 reverse gyrases including the 8 topR2 (3 reverse gyrases do not
fall into either category). The discriminating amino acids are at the center of the
motifs. Some positions in T23_8 are strictly conserved -VESP on the left of the
central T and KA on its right- while the other positions are more versatile.

Of course, the fact that classes N143_11 and T23_8 discriminate topR1 and topR2
does not prove that these sequences are responsible for the functional differences
between the two genes. It is, however, an observation of interest to the biologist
as it could give him a clue on where to start searching. The results given by the
computer do not bring any proof but they enable to optimize the experimental work,
which is important since experiments are long, extensive and expensive (the actual
experiments had not yet been completed when this article was written).
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Fig. 6 Examples of classes (in the sense of Fig. 3) that discriminate reverse gyrases topR1 and
topR2. Top: alignment of classes N143_11 and T23_8. Bottom: alignment of classes G156_8
and A23_6. For example, N143_11 is one of the classes within the 35 gyrases given by the
N-local decoding with N=11. With an asparagine N at its center, it is 21 amino acids long.
The sequence conservation at a particular position in the alignment is defined as the difference
between the maximum possible entropy and the entropy of the observed symbol distribution
'seq = (max−(obs = log2 <−(−

<∑
==1
?= log2 ?=) (with<=20 amino-acids). Themaximum sequence

conservation per site is 4.32 bits. Amino acids have colors according to their chemical properties:
polar amino acids (G, S, T, Y, C) show as green, hydrophobic (A, V, L, I, P, W, F, M) yellow, basic
(K, R, H) blue, acidic (D, E) red and their amide (N, Q) purple [10].

5 From molecular phylogenies to the tree of life

Several insights can be gained from the topoisomerases phylogeny, without neces-
sarily being able to establish the tree of life: the TopoI subtype is specific to the
bacterial world, the TopoIII subtype enables to distinguish the bacteria from the
archaea and from the eukaryotes while the reverse gyrases group together all the hy-
perthermophilic species. This is a common feature of molecular phylogenies being
due on the one hand to the duplication of genes in the course of evolution and on
the other hand, within bacteria and archaea, to the transfer of genes between widely
divergent species -the so-called horizontal gene transfer or HTG. It is estimated
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that 97% of the genes in bacteria and archaea have been the subject of horizontal
transfers [46].

These horizontal transfers, however, seem to be randomly distributed. No obvious
species are either donors or receptors. In other words, the HTGs blur the image we
have of the tree of life, but without introducing any systematic bias [36]. As a result,
the topologies of the phylogenetic trees are generally convergent. The evolutionary
histories of the genes that are present in (almost) all the bacteria and archaea, as
deduced from their phylogenetic trees, are coherent. This is also the case for the
phylogeny of the DNA-topoisomerases IA. The link created by the reverse gyrases
between the bacteria and the hyperthermophilic archaea does not call into question
the validity of the bacterial and archaeal branches. This link is observed exclusively in
the phylogeny of the reverse gyrases which are “modern” enzymes resulting from the
fusion of two pre-existing genes, a DNA topoisomerase and a helicase. By contrast,
the separation of bacteria and archaea into two different branches, which is observed
in the phylogenies of the TopoI and TopoIII isomerases, is also found in most of the
molecular phylogenies [46].

The relative position of the branches that are situated near the root of the tree,
however, is controversial [17, 30]. Considering that those events occurred four billion
years ago, this is not surprising. It is possible that, at that time, the genetic material
might have been RNA and not DNA (this is still the case for many viruses) [28].
Interestingly, most of the DNA-topoisomerases IA possess an RNA-topoisomerase
activity which appears important for untangling long RNA that forms pseudoknots.
It has been hypothesized that this RNA-topoisomerase activity could be crucial in the
RNAworld, suggesting that the type IA is one of themost ancient enzymes [1, 20, 19].

Why four billion years? Molecular phylogenies show how the various evolution-
ary events are linked together, but provide no clue as to the date they occurred. The
chronology is given by other disciplines. Conventional fossils trace the history of
animals over a period of ca. 600 million years. Microfossils, stromatolites, remains
of lipids and isotopic ratios5 provide information on microorganisms and biogeo-
chemical cycles in the Proterozoic oceans (2 500-540 My). They can be roughly
interpreted in terms of extant organisms and metabolic processes. Archean rocks
(more than 2 500 My) provide proof of the presence of life as far as 3 500 My
ago, maybe even more. The phylogenetic and functional details are, however, quite
limited [30, 26] (see Fig. 7).

6 Conclusions

Mathematics are now at the heart of biology. They are absolutely necessary to extract
relevant information from the gigantic mass of data coming from the sequencing of

5 As an example, let us take the bias in the isotopic composition of carbon. Atmospheric CO2 is
made up of a mixture of 12C and 13C. Since the photosynthetic organisms have a preference for the
12C-containing CO2, the biological fossil sediments will be richer in 12C than the abiotic sediments.
This corresponds to the 13C depleted reduced carbon in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Time table for Earth’s early history (Figure taken from [26])

numerous genomes and other high throughput techniques. In 2020, 186 million
protein sequences, belonging to 105 000 organisms (including viruses) had been
determined.

Alex had anticipated this evolution and had become interested in the analysis
of biological sequences as early as the 90’s. However, while the general tendency
in biology is to develop tools and their ad hoc tweaks, Alex systematically looked
for non-trivial but simple solutions. Which lead him to constantly ask the question
“What are the fundamental principles?”. Probably a legacy of his career in theoretical
physics.
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